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Widow, Hitman Guilty In City's Murder

By Kerry Kelly Staff Writer
OKLAHOMA CITY — An Oklaho- maha City woman was found guilty of first-degree murder in the slaying of a Hitman. The woman, and the alleged Hitman in the pickup truck, was found guilty of second-degree murder by an Oklahoma County District Court jury Wednesday. The jury deliberated an hour and a half in the sentence rendered against Mrs. Maudlin Thurston. Juvie reduced the first-degree murder charge against Paul

Handy Thurston to second degree murder and reversed him to life imprisonment.

The defendants were found guilty of the same in first-degree murder in a jury trial last week. The verdicts were rendered in Sessions Court Judge Jack E. Shipman's

Thurston & Rockwell in Enid. A verdict was not reached in the Hitman's trial, and the Hitman was returned to the Enid jail on jury's intention. Dr. Paul B. Worley, who has identified the body as a possible murder victim, said it is not yet clear if the victim was murdered.

In a statement to police, Thurston said she did not kill Maudlin Thurston. She tried to render him unconscious and when they went to buy the rope, she left the scene. She later called Assistant District Attorney Thomas F. Mayes. Mayes promised to continue investigating the Hitman's guilt of first-degree murder. A trial date has not been set.

Both defendants plead not guilty and asked for a jury trial.

Draft Decision Due Feb. 9

WASHINGTON (UPI) — President Ford will decide by Feb. 5 whether to seek a moratorium on the planned deployment of the SSN-21 submarine to Congress. The president's decision could be contained in a report to Congress, which will also include the administration's position on the moratorium.

The draft decision, released by the White House, is the fourth such decision in the last six months on the deployment of the SSN-21. The president has said he will not deploy the SSN-21 without Congress's approval.

The administration said it has been working with the Senate to find a way to implement a moratorium.

13 Lawmakers Present State With Bill For Washington Trip

OKLAHOMA CITY — Thirteen state lawmakers presented the state's House bill for a briefing, which was described by some as an attempt to influence the bill's passage. The lawmakers are scheduled to gather for a study-trip briefing.

Critics said the trip was a politi- cal ploy to influence the state's senators to vote for the bill.

China Gets Favorable Trade Status

WASHINGTON (UPI) — Con-gress overwhelmingly approved a permanent, favorable trade status for China in the House by a 348-1 vote.

The resolution does not need approval by the Senate's permanent trade committee, and Gov. Ann Richards of Texas, which has a long history of relationship with China, voted in favor of the resolution.

The resolution, which was introduced in the House on Dec. 15, passed by a vote of 348-1. It was drafted by the committee on International Relations, which covers trade with China.

Supporters of the China resolu- tion praised the move to benefit the United States would increase, according to the committee. China has nine billion people.

Rep. Al Ullman, D-Ore., chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee, voted in favor of the resolution and praised China's efforts to increase trade with the United States.

China has been working for years to reduce the trade deficit with the United States, which is one of the major issues in the current trade negotiations.
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Helfrich Gets 10 Years

Endangered Species

Milibud Bear, the mascot for the 1985 Oklahoma City, is one of the victims of the current budget deficit, according to Frank Davis, who runs the Muskrat Fund. Davis said the Muskrat Fund, which is meant to support the Oklahoma City Public Library, was hit hard by the budget cuts.

Patricia Ann Muskrat, the seven-year-old, five-year-old daughter of Frank Davis, who runs the Muskrat Fund, was hit hard by the budget cuts.
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Cats Have Last Meow

For The Person Who Has Everything

Ayatollah’s Little Green Book On Sale

NEW YORK (AP) — A slim paperback called "The Person Who Has Everything" went on sale today in the United States, offering a new perspective on the life of the revered Ayatollah Khomeini.

The book, available in both English and Persian, was written by Khomeini's son, Mohammad Khomeini. It provides an intimate look into the Ayatollah's daily routine, including his meals, his schedule, and his thoughts on various political and religious issues.

One chapter focuses on Khomeini's love of cats, revealing that the Ayatollah had a special bond with his pet felines. In the book, Khomeini fondly recalls the days when he would spend hours playing with his cats, who he referred to as his "little green books." The book also includes photographs of the Ayatollah with his beloved pets.

The release of "The Person Who Has Everything" marks the first time Khomeini's personal life has been shared with the public. The book is expected to be a bestseller, with early reviews praising its "poignant" and "挲" insights into Khomeini's character.

Arson Suspected In Altus

Altus (AP) — Arson is suspected in a series of fires that started after midnight in Altus, Missouri. The first fire occurred at a local auto repair shop, followed by two more fires at nearby businesses.

The Altus police department is working with the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF) on the investigation. A spokesperson for the department said that firefighters were quick to respond to the initial报警, but the extent of the damage is not yet known.

Indians To Charge Industries

INDIANS (AP) — The Indian National Congress is planning to charge industries with profiteering during the recent drought. Speaking to reporters today, Congress leader Sonia Gandhi said that the government must take action against companies that have exploited the situation.

Gandhi said that the government has failed to adequately address the needs of farmers during the drought, leading to widespread crop failures and food shortages. She called on companies to be held accountable for their actions and urged the government to take necessary steps to ensure fair pricing and distribution of essential goods.

Charges Dropped

VISTA (AP) — Charges were dropped against two individuals who were arrested last month in connection with the murder of a local businessman. The prosecution office said that there was insufficient evidence to support the charges.

The individuals, who were not identified by name, had been arrested after a newborn baby, described as "delicate," was found abandoned on the side of a road. The baby died shortly after being discovered.

A woman was charged with first-degree murder, but the charges were later dropped. The woman's attorney said that the evidence against her client was "weak" and that the case was "a witch hunt." The defense attorney also noted that there was no clear motive for the alleged murder.

U.S. GOVERNMENT REPORT: CARLTON LOWEST.

Carlton claim confirmed.

Many cigarettes are using national-advertising to identify themselves as "low tar." Consumers, however, should be aware of the "low tar" claim and not be swayed by it, according to the U.S. Government Report.

Carlton Soft Pack: Carlton Menthol less than 1 mg tar; Carlton Box: less than 0.5 mg nicotine.

This report confirms all brands, Carlton to be lowest with less than 0.5 mg tar and 0.5 mg nicotine.
Sleep On This One

The pouring breeze in the price of gold has been hitting a few other instruments of different weights in the wall. The latest thing is that gold prices have fallen to the lowest level in three years, and the Federal Reserve has reported a record level of net purchases at the Board of Governors. This development has been attributed to the belief that the price of gold is not likely to change significantly in the near future.

Stimulating Institution

Every day of the week, the Federal Reserve System is in the news, and it is not hard to understand why. The Reserve System, which operates as a cooperative bank, is responsible for the stability of the nation's monetary system. Its operations, which are conducted through a network of regional banks, have a profound impact on the economy. The Reserve System's ability to control the money supply and set interest rates is one of its most important functions.

Drinkable Dollars

The Federal Reserve System is also responsible for the nation's currency. The system is responsible for the production and distribution of paper money and coins. The Reserve System's role in the economy is not limited to its operations in Washington, D.C. The Reserve System's branches and offices are located in all 50 states, and they play a vital role in the economy of the United States.

Other Editors Say

Boycott Soon

The editor of the journal suggested that the Reserve System should consider a boycott of the currency it produces. This is a controversial issue, and it is not likely to be resolved soon. The Reserve System is a vital part of the economy, and it is not likely to be replaced by another institution anytime soon.

Back To Greece

The editor of the journal suggested that the Reserve System should consider returning the currency it produces to Greece. This is a radical idea, and it is not likely to be considered anytime soon. The Reserve System is a vital part of the economy, and it is not likely to be replaced by another institution anytime soon.

Thar's Gold In Biscuspid

The editor of the journal suggested that the Reserve System should consider gold in biscuspid. This is a radical idea, and it is not likely to be considered anytime soon. The Reserve System is a vital part of the economy, and it is not likely to be replaced by another institution anytime soon.

OBITUARIES

Bob Greene

Soviet Ma Bell Says 'Nyet'

The editor of the journal suggested that the Reserve System should consider Soviet Ma Bell. This is a radical idea, and it is not likely to be considered anytime soon. The Reserve System is a vital part of the economy, and it is not likely to be replaced by another institution anytime soon.

Dick West

Quake Threatens Nuclear Center

The editor of the journal suggested that the Reserve System should consider a quake threatening a nuclear center. This is a radical idea, and it is not likely to be considered anytime soon. The Reserve System is a vital part of the economy, and it is not likely to be replaced by another institution anytime soon.

American National

The loan branch at the American National Bank of America is open from 9 AM to 5 PM, Monday through Friday.

OETA

Public TV for Oklahoma

The Charleston dancing duration record is 110 hours 6 minutes, by Saba Star of Lanesboro, Pennsylvania, January 15-20, 1979.

Cin Flapper again?

What caused the Great Depression? Did it have to happen? How does its legacy affect us today? Find out what economist Milton Friedman discusses Anatomy of a Crisis.

FREE TO CHOOSE

8 PM TONIGHT

CHANNEL 13

For the News You Need to Know
Cyclones Going For State Sweep

By Wayne Rabin

The Iowa State Cyclones will be trying to win their second NCAA Women's Basketball Tournament this week. The team was defeated and eliminated by the 1981 National Champions, Oklahoma in the regional play. The Cyclones will face either Tennessee or Illinois in the Midwest Regional of the tournament. The Cyclones have a record of 27-3 and have been seeded as the second favorite team in the tournament. The team is led by senior forward Cheryl Miller, who is averaging 20.0 points per game. The Cyclones have a chance to win their second NCAA Championship and complete a perfect season.
GIANT IN-STORE WAREHOUSE SALE

Clearance, closeout, floor models, some ones-of-a-kind Hurry in . . . quantities limited

"90 OFF SEWING HEAD
Free Arm Style
Regular: $299.95
259.95
Save $40.00

"90 OFF TYPEWRITERS
Reconditioned and Discontinued models

Tablewear
Your choice
19.99

Reconditioned Chainsaws

FALL CLEARANCE
Women's fall shoe cleanout

Bedroom Pieces

Collectible art - In celebration of National Art History Month - Free Flyer

Men's Flannel Pants

Save 25% off regular prices

Craftsman x

Men's Flannel Pants

Craftsman workbench vise

"10 OFF WORKBENCH

Even more values listed below . . . Hurry for best selection!

Shepherd Mall

DESCRIPTION WAS NOW
Special group of 48-pair
Special group of 8-pair, various
Special group of men's ties
Special group of men's suits & pants
Women's flannel shirts & sweaters
Women's fall shoe cleanout

Sequoia City

DESCRIPTION WAS NOW
Special group of 5-pair
Special group of women's suits & pants
Women's slacks & shorts
Women's flannel shirts & sweaters
Women's fall shoe cleanout

Midwest City

DESCRIPTION WAS NOW
Special group of 3-pair
Special group of women's suits & pants
Women's slacks & shorts
Women's flannel shirts & sweaters
Women's fall shoe cleanout
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833.00

833.00
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833.00
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"Breaking Away" is a genuine sleeper. The story of the film is about a sweet, snobbish, upper-class girl named Jennifer Ross (played by Barbara Feldon) who is forced to attend a boarding school in rural Kentucky after her family’s money runs out. Jennifer finds herself in a new environment where she must adapt to a different way of life and eventually finds a sense of belonging among the blue-collar workers. The film explores themes of class, identity, and the power of human connection. It is a heartwarming and surprisingly relatable story that has become a cult classic.
Rex Harrison ex takes younger mate

By Vernon Scott

HOLLYWOOD - (AP) - Rex Harrison, the noted actor, is reportedly engaged to his current co-star, or rather, his current co-star's younger sister, a young woman several years younger than the actor. The couple is said to have been introduced by a mutual friend, and they have been going out for several weeks. Harrison, who is known for his affair with British actress Elizabeth Taylor, has been in a relationship with Taylor for several years. The actress, who is known for her beauty and talent, has been a frequent presence in Harrison's life, and the couple has been seen together on numerous occasions. However, Harrison's recent engagement to his co-star's sister has caused some speculation and interest among fans and the media. The couple is expected to marry in the near future.
Gigantic display

Boats, cruisers, sailboats, motors, skis.
Recreational vehicles, vans, campers, over-the-road vehicles.

Midwest Boat, Sport and Recreational Vehicle Show

JANUARY 25, 26, 27 & FEB. 1, 2, 3

State Fairgrounds - Plenty of free parking.

HOWARD SAILBOATS INC.
CORDIALLY INVITES YOU & YOUR FAMILY TO VISIT THE MIDWEST BOAT, SPORT & RECREATIONAL VEHICLE SHOW AT THE OKC FAIRGROUNDS JAN. 25, 26, 27 & FEB. 1, 2, 3

Sailboats & Accessories By:

- Advance
- Balboa
- Dolphin
- Montego
- Ocean
- Pindler
- Ranger
- San Juan
- Sharetline
- Topper

Howard's, your complete sailing and service center, offers a full line of new and used sailboats, trailers and accessories for the novice and experienced sailor alike.

Visit our display in the Trade & Transportation Building at the Fairgrounds.

Boating Fun

Whether water skiing or boating, and then skiing again, boating is a favorite sport of the outdoorsmen. Boating lesson is one of the many and many of the latest models and equipment will be on display at the Midwest Boat Show and Recreation Vehicle Show. Some of the names to look for include ARB, Sea Doo, and Yamaha. Side -by-side parking is available.$
HACKMAN ENDS EXILE TO DO "NEIGHBOURS"
**Oldest Graduate** opens at center

"The Oldest Graduate," perhaps the most performed and popular of the late Principia college's plays, will open Feb. 7 at the Old schoolhouse.

**Art Roundup**

Theater Center. It will play for two weeks with additional performances scheduled. Wally Strecker, internationally recognized director Richard B. Stover, manager of Detroit Theater Center, the play will feature a woman of the world premiere.

The play was performed by a Dallas production of the play. In engagements the play has been previewed in various cities, including New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago, and Los Angeles.

The stage presents a world premiere of a woman. Wally Strecker, internationally recognized director Richard B. Stover, manager of Detroit Theater Center, the play will feature a woman of the world premiere.

The play was performed by a Dallas production of the play. In engagements the play has been previewed in various cities, including New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago, and Los Angeles.

The stage presents a world premiere of a woman. Wally Strecker, internationally recognized director Richard B. Stover, manager of Detroit Theater Center, the play will feature a woman of the world premiere.
Ted Hampson is coach of the Oklahoma City Stars Hockey Team. His job is tough...probably tougher than all the fifteen years he was a player in the National Hockey League.

He has to contend with trades, injuries, call-ups by the parent club—and the resulting player shortages which sometimes cause him to put on the pads and skates himself.

He has to put up with officials who make mostly good calls, but who seem to make all of the bad ones against the Stars.

And he has to compete against two teams who were in the “Big Leagues” last year, and have brought much of that big time talent with them into the Central League.

So why does he love his job?
Because he loves the sport. And because he loves the great (mostly) guys who play it. He likes using his years of experience to give them a leg up to stardom in the Central League...and ultimately the NHL.

And he loves the cheer of the crowd when his “boys” are giving 100% of their efforts and talents to the games—just as they nearly always do. Then he knows, win, lose or draw, the fans are experiencing all the thrills and excitement only super-fast hockey can give.

Of course, Ted likes to win, too. A big, noisy, partisan crowd helps the team to do that. Come on out tonight and cheer the Stars to victory over Tulsa, and tomorrow night when Ft. Worth comes to town.

Face off 7:30 both nights at the Myriad.
It’ll be just about the most exciting evening you’ve ever had.

Tickets $5.00, $4.50, $3.50

For more information call 236-0420